VIGILANT PLATESEARCH

TRANSFORM LICENSE PLATE DATA INTO
PROMISING LEADS

Go beyond basic searches and hot list alerts with a true vehicle location intelligence solution. Vigilant
PlateSearch empowers your team with patented analytics and billions of license plate scans from your
agency’s own cameras, other departments cameras, enterprise partners and a nationwide commercial data
network to identify, predict and alert to vehicle sightings.
With this cloud-based software solution, system management couldn’t be easier while data retention, access
and sharing is completely under your agency’s ownership – keeping you in control.
KEY BENEFITS
Pinpoint Past Vehicle Locations
Scour billions of easily filterable historical vehicle
scans using just a license plate number, time, date
or location.
Determine best points of contact
Locate hard-to-find vehicles in real-time, with the help
of associate vehicles or based on previous sightings.
Stay in control of your system
Rely on fool-proof mechanisms and built-in processes
to simplify management and maintain compliance.
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VEHICLE LOCATION INTELLIGENCE
Having billions of license plate recognition records at your disposal isn’t enough. You need tools that help you find the needle in the haystack.
Vigilant PlateSearch better equips your agency by adding our powerful analytics to your open cases to develop more leads.
COMBAT DRUG TRAFFICKING:
Using Convoy Analysis, easily identify vehicles travelling
together as part of a trafficking convoy so you can
generate new leads, establish connections and build a
stronger case.

FIND A SUSPECT ON THE RUN:
By doing a comprehensive Plate Location Analysis
you can use predictive analytics and historical vehicle
location data to determine potential locations they might
be hiding out.

DISRUPT A CAR THEFT RING:
Leveraging Associate Analysis, identify vehicles who
have been seen together so you can verify a potential
accomplice and getaway car used during a string of
vehicle thefts.

SOLVE A SERIES OF BURGLARIES:
Common Plate Analysis can help you generate a suspect
lead by identifying a vehicle which has been previously
sighted at the various locations of a series of burglaries.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Complete and partial plate search – Generate a preliminary list of
suspect vehicles, even if a victim or witness can only recall a partial
plate number.

Configurable Data Retention Settings – Comply with state and local
policies while ensuring you get the most value from your data well into
the future.

Location-based stakeout search – Source potential leads by
identifying vehicles previously sighted near the location of a
crime scene.

Agency-Managed Data Sharing – Since you own your data, you get to
decide who you want to share it with as well as the datasets you want
to access.

Year/make/model vehicle filtering – Add further granularity to
your searches based on vehicle year, make or model to find vehicles of
interest faster.

3rd Party LPR System Integration – Easily capture plate data
from existing ONVIF compliant, IP based cameras. Direct, client-level
integrations are available to ingest data from other manufacturers LPR
systems. And lastly, by leveraging the LPRD standard, agencies are able
to share their data with third party systems.

Simple Hot/Shielded List Management – Improve collaboration with
other agencies with the ability to subscribe to and share hot lists with a
single click.
Robust, Real-Time Alerting Options – Beyond in-app hot hit
indicators and configuring emails, push notifications can be enabled by
downloading our Vigilant Mobile Companion application on your
Android or iOS device. Additionally, you can run our Targeted Alert
Service to receive desktop notifications while focusing on other tasks perfect for dispatchers.

CJIS-Compliant System Security – Ensure transparency is never in
question and your data is safe with comprehensive access control and
security processes.

Interested in receiving a demo?
Visit motorolasolutions.com/contactus
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